Do you need an **Online Ally**?

Have you ever:

- Needed help planning for course assignments?
- Believed the questions on an online test were easy, but were then shocked by your low test score results?
- Experienced an extremely difficult online test?
- Struggled with properly managing your coursework and other activities?
- Thought that you lacked good study habits when preparing for online assignments and tests?
- Wondered if there is assistance available to help you improve your overall grade in an online class?

If you answered “Yes” to any of these questions, **CMU’s Online Student Ally can help!**

What is an Online Student Ally?

An Online Student Ally is an experienced, successful online student who provides personal assistance and advice that can help with these and any other challenges you may encounter when taking an online class.

Online success is only a phone call or e-mail away!

Call 989-774-7205 or e-mail onlineally@cmich.edu to ask any online course questions and/or discuss techniques for future online success.